Introduction {#cesec10}
============

In 2013, WHO set global targets for the control of non-communicable diseases, including a 25% relative reduction in the prevalence of elevated blood pressure by 2025.[@bib1] About 80% of premature deaths from non-communicable diseases occur in low-income and middle-income countries.[@bib2] However, estimates of the effects of elevated blood pressure on the worldwide burden of non-communicable diseases, such as ischaemic heart disease and stroke, are based largely on findings of prospective studies in high-income countries.[@bib3] Studies assessing the hazards of elevated blood pressure in low-income and middle-income countries, including China, are needed to inform local and regional disease prevention strategies. Results of such studies might also substantially improve the global estimates of the burden of disease attributable to elevated blood pressure.

Meta-analyses of prospective studies have demonstrated the importance of moderate differences in blood pressure for risk of ischaemic heart disease and stroke,[@bib4], [@bib5] and randomised trials of blood-pressure-lowering medication have confirmed the reversibility of most of the excess risks within 4--5 years of initiating treatment.[@bib6] In China, however, despite high rates of vascular mortality (particularly from stroke),[@bib7] the strengths of the associations between blood pressure and the main types of vascular disease have not been well established; large-scale prospective studies, with measurement of long-term average (ie, usual) levels of blood pressure and reliable phenotyping of the main stroke types (ischaemic stroke and intracerebral haemorrhage), have only become feasible in China over the past decade or so.

Research in context**Evidence before this study**We did a literature search to identify articles from prospective studies in China that reported on the association between blood pressure and chronic disease. We searched PubMed for articles published between Jan 1, 1960, and March 1, 2017, using the terms "blood pressure" (or "hypertension") and "prospective study" (or "cohort study" or "longitudinal study") and "China" (or "Chinese"). We used search terms in English but did not apply any language restrictions. The reference lists of relevant articles were also reviewed. We identified numerous small prospective studies (\<50 000 participants) but few large studies, and the largest of these had less than half the number of vascular events than this study. All identified studies reported positive associations between blood pressure and vascular disease (and several reported positive associations with chronic kidney disease and cancer), but most examined effects on mortality only and did not correct for regression dilution bias. Furthermore, the larger prospective studies tended to pre-date the routine use of brain imaging required to reliably differentiate the main stroke types (ischaemic stroke and intracerebral haemorrhage). As such, although blood pressure is an established cause of vascular disease, uncertainty remained about the strength of its association with the major types of vascular disease in China.**Added value of this study**This large prospective study reliably quantifies the age-specific associations between blood pressure and major vascular and non-vascular chronic diseases in men and women in China. For each decade of age at risk (40--79 years), there were positive, log-linear associations between systolic blood pressure and risk of ischaemic heart disease, ischaemic stroke, intracerebral haemorrhage, and the aggregate of all major vascular diseases, with no evidence of a threshold down to at least 120 mm Hg. Overall, each 10 mm Hg higher usual systolic blood pressure was associated with an approximately 30% higher risk of ischaemic heart disease and of ischaemic stroke, but the association with intracerebral haemorrhage was about twice as steep. Usual systolic blood pressure was also positively associated with chronic kidney disease and diabetes, but not with cancer (overall or with several common types), liver cirrhosis, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; the causal relevance of these positive associations with non-vascular chronic disease remains unclear.**Implications of all the available evidence**Our study showed stronger associations between blood pressure and vascular disease than have previous prospective studies in China. The magnitude of the age-specific associations between blood pressure and ischaemic heart disease was similar to those reported in previous large meta-analyses of prospective studies. In contrast to these meta-analyses, however, the present study found strong evidence that, throughout middle age and into old age, there were steeper associations for intracerebral haemorrhage than ischaemic stroke. It was estimated that about half of all vascular deaths in China were attributable to elevated blood pressure (ie, systolic blood pressure \>120 mm Hg), accounting for around 1 million deaths (age \<80 years) annually; given the strength of the associations between blood pressure and vascular disease, even small reductions in mean blood pressure at a population level would be expected to have a major impact on vascular morbidity and mortality.

Reliable classification of the main stroke types requires brain imaging,[@bib8] but such imaging is sometimes not performed or is not readily available for epidemiological research. Meta-analyses of prospective studies in western (mainly European and North American) countries, with cohorts that largely pre-date the routine use of brain imaging, report similar associations between systolic blood pressure and risk of both stroke types.[@bib4] By contrast, several studies done in east Asia (where haemorrhagic stroke is more common than in western populations) have reported more extreme associations with intracerebral haemorrhage than ischaemic stroke.[@bib5], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11] Few large-scale prospective studies, however, have achieved the high rates of brain imaging required to avoid substantial misclassification between stroke types.

Hence, although blood pressure is an established cause of vascular disease, uncertainty remains about the strength of its association with the main stroke types and with ischaemic heart disease in China. Furthermore, studies in western populations have reported strong positive associations between blood pressure and risk of several non-vascular diseases, including chronic kidney disease, diabetes, and certain cancers, but such associations have not been reliably assessed in China.[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14] Using data from the large nationwide China Kadoorie Biobank (CKB) prospective study, we aimed to assess the shape and strength of the associations between usual systolic blood pressure and major vascular diseases, including ischaemic heart disease, ischaemic stroke, and intracerebral haemorrhage; to compare these associations with those of usual systolic blood pressure with incident non-vascular chronic diseases; and to estimate the burden of vascular deaths attributable to elevated blood pressure in China.

Methods {#cesec20}
=======

Study population {#cesec30}
----------------

Details of the study design and survey methods have been reported previously.[@bib15], [@bib16] Briefly, 512 891 adults (aged 30--79 years) were recruited from the general population in ten areas of China between June 25, 2004, and July 15, 2008. Approximately 30% of the resident population in each area is estimated to have participated in the study. Participants attended temporary assessment centres where interviewers recorded their age, sex, socioeconomic status, aspects of lifestyle (including alcohol intake, smoking, diet, and physical activity), and medical history. Measurements of blood pressure, height, and weight were recorded, and a blood sample was collected. Ethics approval was obtained from the relevant local, national, and international ethics committees, and all participants provided written informed consent.

Measurement of blood pressure {#cesec40}
-----------------------------

After participants had sat for at least 5 min, blood pressure was measured twice using a UA-779 digital sphygmomanometer (A&D Instruments; Abingdon, UK). If the difference between the two measurements was more than 10 mm Hg for systolic blood pressure, a third measurement was taken. Only the last two readings were recorded, and the mean of these readings was used in all analyses. Sphygmomanometers were supplied centrally, calibrated daily, and only used by trained fieldworkers. Repeat measurements of blood pressure were obtained from a random sample of 19 788 participants (approximately 5%) about 3 years after baseline (between May 26, and Oct 10, 2008) using procedures identical to those used in the baseline survey. Repeated blood pressure measures were used to correct prospective analyses for the regression dilution bias that results from the inaccuracy with which a single measurement of an exposure at baseline characterises an individual\'s usual level.[@bib17] Rosner\'s regression method was used to calculate the proportional reduction in the strength of the associations that resulted from regression dilution (the regression dilution ratio) for systolic blood pressure, whereby the ratio is equal to the slope of the regression line between baseline and resurvey systolic blood pressure values.[@bib18]

Morbidity and mortality follow-up {#cesec50}
---------------------------------

Deaths were identified by electronic linkage to local mortality records, supplemented by annual reviews of local residential registers to check for completeness. Non-fatal events were identified from local chronic disease registries (for stroke, ischaemic heart disease, cancer, and diabetes) and from claims to the national health insurance system, which has almost universal coverage in all study areas. The underlying causes of death and hospital diagnoses were coded in accordance with the International Classification of Diseases 10th revision (ICD-10; see [appendix p 3](#sec1){ref-type="sec"} for ICD-10 codes used to define disease endpoints). Residential records were used to identify participants who moved out of the study areas and were lost to follow-up.

Statistical analysis {#cesec60}
--------------------

We excluded participants with missing information on blood pressure or any covariates, those with extreme values of systolic blood pressure (\<80 mm Hg or ≥250 mm Hg) or diastolic blood pressure (\<40 mm Hg or ≥150 mm Hg), those with no follow-up in the age range 40--79 years, and those with a (self-reported) history of vascular disease at baseline (myocardial infarction, stroke, or transient ischaemic attack). For prospective analyses of each non-vascular disease, participants with a history of the relevant disease at baseline were excluded (diabetes at baseline includes both self-reported and screen-detected cases; [appendix p 4](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}). The main analyses are of disease associations with systolic blood pressure, but the corresponding analyses for diastolic blood pressure are provided in the [appendix pp 17--20](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}.

We used Cox regression analysis to produce adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) for the associations between systolic blood pressure and first occurrence (non-fatal or fatal) of major vascular disease (defined as first myocardial infarction, first stroke, or vascular death), chronic kidney disease, type 2 diabetes, cancer, liver cirrhosis, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Major vascular disease was further classified into ischaemic heart disease (first myocardial infarction or other ischaemic heart disease death), stroke types (ischaemic stroke, intracerebral haemorrhage, and other stroke), and other vascular diseases.

HRs were adjusted for sex, education, area, smoking, alcohol intake, and body-mass index (BMI). An additional term was fitted that allowed the HR in each decade of age to be estimated as the geometric mean of the HRs in the first and second half of that decade, which avoids any assumptions as to whether the proportional associations of risk to usual systolic blood pressure are similar in different decades of age. The log HRs for a 10 mm Hg higher systolic blood pressure were obtained by fitting systolic blood pressure as a continuous variable in men and women separately for each decade of age at risk (40--49, 50--59, 60--69, and 70--79 years). Age-specific and sex-specific HRs were then corrected for age-specific and sex-specific regression dilution ratios to give the HR for a 10 mm Hg higher usual systolic blood pressure ([appendix pp 5--7](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}), and combined by calculating their inverse-variance weighted average.

In categorical analyses, participants were divided into five groups according to baseline systolic blood pressure (80--124 mm Hg, 125--144 mm Hg, 145--164 mm Hg, 165--184 mm Hg, and 185--249 mm Hg). HRs were calculated relative to the lowest systolic blood pressure group, and plotted against mean usual systolic blood pressure in each of these groups ([appendix p 7](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}); the 95% CIs for these HRs were estimated with the variance of the log risk.[@bib19] Fatal events were defined as death from any cause within 28 days of the event.

Assuming causality of the association between blood pressure and vascular mortality, we estimated the fraction of deaths attributable to elevated systolic blood pressure by P~d~ × (RR -- 1)/RR, where P~d~ represents the proportion of all vascular deaths in a given systolic blood pressure group (with the same systolic blood pressure groups already described) and RR, the relative risk, is approximated by the group-specific HR (this approximation is valid early in follow-up, when the event rate is low) relative to the lowest systolic blood pressure group.[@bib20] The overall fraction of vascular deaths attributable to elevated systolic blood pressure was calculated as the sum of the group-specific fractions. All analyses were done with SAS software (version 9.3), and figures were plotted using R software (version 3.3).

Role of the funding source {#cesec70}
--------------------------

The funders of the study had no role in study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report. BL, SL, RCl, ZC, and LL had full access to the data and analyses and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

Results {#cesec80}
=======

Of 512 891 participants, we excluded two with missing information, 110 with extreme systolic blood pressure, 62 with extreme diastolic blood pressure, 488 without follow-up in the age range 40--79 years, and 23 104 with a baseline history of vascular disease. By Jan 1, 2016, 37 289 (7·3%) participants had died and 4875 (1·0%) participants were lost to follow-up.

Among 489 125 participants included in the main analyses, the mean age at baseline was 51 years (SD 10) and 289 224 (59·1%) were women ([table](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Overall, 211 085 (43·2%) participants resided in urban areas and 240 380 (49·1%) had been educated to middle school or higher. Mean BMI was 23·6 kg/m^2^ (SD 3·4), and 26 393 (5·4%) participants had diabetes (13 300 \[2·7%\] were clinically diagnosed and a further 13 093 \[2·7%\] were screen detected from blood glucose tests at baseline). Among men, 123 902 (62·0%) were current smokers and 67 693 (33·9%) consumed alcohol at least weekly, but only 6616 (2·3%) women were smokers and 6017 (2·1%) consumed alcohol at least weekly. Overall, mean systolic blood pressure was 130·6 mm Hg (SD 21·0), and 17 623 (3·6%) participants reported current use of blood-pressure-lowering medication.TableBaseline characteristics**Baseline systolic blood pressureAll (n=489 125)**80--124 mm Hg (n=158 958)125--144 mm Hg (n=224 885)145--164 mm Hg (n=71 081)165--184 mm Hg (n=24 952)185--249 mm Hg (n=9249)Age (years)47 (10)51 (10)56 (10)58 (10)59 (9)51 (10)Female105 630 (66·5%)123 152 (54·8%)39 748 (56·7%)14 905 (59·7%)5789 (62·6%)289 224 (59·1%)Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)109·7 (7·3)130·8 (6·9)153·3 (5·7)172·9 (5·6)197·8 (11·9)130·6 (21·0)Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)69·1 (7·0)78·3 (7·9)86·4 (9·5)92·4 (10·7)100·1 (12·2)77·7 (11·1)Body-mass index (kg/m^2^)22·6 (3·0)23·8 (3·3)24·6 (3·5)24·7 (3·7)24·8 (3·7)23·6 (3·4)MET-h/day of physical activity22·3 (13·6)22·0 (14·1)19·7 (13·9)18·6 (13·4)17·8 (12·8)21·5 (13·9)Urban area77 932 (49·0%)91 615 (40·7%)29 194 (40·9%)9276 (37·2%)3068 (33·2%)211 085 (43·2%)Educated to middle school or higher[\*](#tbl1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}93 691 (58·9%)109 894 (48·9%)26 815 (37·7%)7590 (30·4%)2390 (25·8%)240 380 (49·1%)Current smokers (male only[†](#tbl1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"})35 090 (65·8%)62 845 (61·8%)18 053 (57·6%)5849 (58·2%)2065 (59·7%)123 902 (62·0%)Alcohol consumption at least weekly (male only[†](#tbl1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"})15 507 (29·1%)35 539 (34·9%)11 712 (37·4%)3637 (36·2%)1298 (37·5%)67 693 (33·9%)Fresh fruit consumed daily35 367 (22·2%)38 588 (17·2%)11 077 (15·6)3314 (13·3%)1044 (11·3%)89 390 (18·3%)Fresh vegetable consumed daily150 054 (94·4%)213 669 (95·0%)67 361 (94·8%)23 474 (94·1%)8609 (93·1%)463 167 (94·7%)Diabetes[‡](#tbl1fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}4197 (2·6%)11 813 (5·3%)6615 (9·3%)2695 (10·8%)1073 (11·6%)26 393 (5·4%)Taking blood-pressure-lowering medication929 (0·6%)6399 (2·8%)5890 (8·3%)3068 (12·3%)1337 (14·5%)17 623 (3·6%)[^4][^5][^6][^7]

Mean systolic blood pressure increased linearly with age in both sexes ([figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Mean diastolic blood pressure also increased with age until about 50 years, but decreased thereafter. Systolic blood pressure was positively associated with BMI (about 8 mm Hg higher systolic blood pressure per 5 kg/m^2^ higher BMI), and was inversely associated with level of education and residing in an urban area. At resurvey, about 3 years after the baseline survey, the overall regression dilution ratio for systolic blood pressure was 0·6, but it was slightly lower (ie, reflecting greater within-person variability) in men than women, and in older than in younger individuals ([appendix p 6](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}).Figure 1Mean blood pressure at baseline, by age and sexMeans standardised for region. Analyses in 489 125 participants; exclusions as in the table. SBP=systolic blood pressure. DBP=diastolic blood pressure.

During 3·9 million person-years of follow-up (median 9 years \[IQR 8--10\]), 42 662 incident major vascular disease events occurred, including 4450 cases of ischaemic heart disease, 29 343 of ischaemic stroke, 6011 of intracerebral haemorrhage, 1572 of other (or unspecified) stroke, and 1286 of other vascular events. About 90% of stroke cases were diagnosed for stroke type with brain imaging (CT scan or MRI), as estimated from a detailed review of the medical records of a representative subset of cases. Additionally, there were 21 044 incident cases of cancer, 12 241 of diabetes, 8478 of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 1940 of chronic kidney disease, and 1740 of chronic liver disease.

For each decade of age at risk, usual systolic blood pressure was positively and log-linearly associated with risk of major vascular disease throughout the systolic blood pressure range examined, with no evidence of a threshold down to at least 120 mm Hg ([figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The HRs were about twice as steep at ages 40--49 years than 70--79 years and, within each decade, were somewhat greater in men than women. Overall (mean age at event 64 years \[SD 9\]), each 10 mm Hg higher usual systolic blood pressure was associated with 36% higher risk (HR 1·36 \[95% CI 1·35--1·37\]) of major vascular disease.Figure 2Age-specific incidence of major vascular disease versus usual SBPHRs are adjusted for age at risk (5-year groups), sex, area, education, smoking, alcohol consumption, and body-mass index. (A) The area of each square is inversely proportional to the variance of the category-specific log risk. (B) The area of each square is inversely proportional to the variance of the log HR. Corresponding 95% CIs are plotted as lines. Analyses were done in 489 125 participants at risk and reasons for exclusion are shown in the table. SBP=systolic blood pressure. HR=hazard ratio.

The associations between usual systolic blood pressure and ischaemic heart disease, ischaemic stroke, and intracerebral haemorrhage were also approximately log-linear throughout the systolic blood pressure range examined ([figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, each 10 mm Hg higher usual systolic blood pressure was associated with about 30% higher risk of ischaemic heart disease (HR 1·31 \[95% CI 1·28--1·34\]) and ischaemic stroke (1·30 \[1·29--1·31\]), but the associations with intracerebral haemorrhage were about twice as steep (1·68 \[1·65--1·71\]). The HRs for each of these vascular diseases were substantially greater at ages 40--49 years than 70--79 years ([figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [appendix p 8](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}). The associations were also somewhat greater in men than women for both stroke types, but not for ischaemic heart disease. In addition, associations were greater for fatal than non-fatal ischaemic heart disease (1·35 \[1·32--1·39\] *vs* 1·23 \[1·19--1·28\]) and for fatal than non-fatal ischaemic stroke (1·47 \[1·40--1·55\] *vs* 1·30 \[1·29--1·31\]), but there were no such differences for intracerebral haemorrhage.Figure 3Incidence of ischaemic heart disease, ischaemic stroke, and intracerebral haemorrhage versus usual SBPHRs at ages 40--79 years, adjusted for age at risk (5-year groups), sex, area, education, smoking, alcohol consumption, and body-mass index. For each category, the area of each square is inversely proportional to the variance of the category-specific log risk, which also determines the 95% CI. The HR is shown above each square and numbers of events below. Analyses were done in 489 125 participants at risk and reasons for exclusion are shown in the table. SBP=systolic blood pressure. HR=hazard ratio.Figure 4Effect of 10 mm Hg higher SBP on incidence of ischaemic heart disease, ischaemic stroke, and intracerebral haemorrhage, by age and sexHRs for 10 mm Hg higher usual SBP at ages 40--79 years, adjusted for age at risk (5-year groups), sex, area, education, smoking, alcohol consumption, and body-mass index. For each category, area of square is inversely proportional to the variance log HR, which also determines the 95% CI. Analyses were done in 489 125 participants at risk and reasons for exclusion are shown in the table. SBP=systolic blood pressure. HR=hazard ratio.

Only 4% of strokes were classified as other or unspecified type, and the strength of these associations with usual systolic blood pressure was similar to that for ischaemic stroke ([figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [appendix p 9](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}). For the aggregate of all other vascular events, the strength of the association was consistent with all major vascular disease. Usual systolic blood pressure was also strongly and positively associated with risk of chronic kidney disease (HR 1·40 \[95% CI 1·35--1·44\]) and less strongly associated with diabetes (1·14 \[1·12--1·15\]), but was not associated with cancer, liver cirrhosis, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.Figure 5Effect of 10 mm Hg higher SBP on incidence of vascular and non-vascular chronic diseaseHRs for 10 mm Hg higher usual SBP at ages 40--79 years, adjusted for age at risk (5-year groups), sex, area, education, smoking, alcohol consumption, and body-mass index. For each category, the area of the square is inversely proportional to the variance of the log HR, which also determines the 95% CI. Reasons for exclusion are shown in the table; analyses of each non-vascular disease further exclude participants with a previous diagnosis of the relevant disease at baseline ([appendix p 4](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}). SBP=systolic blood pressure. HR=hazard ratio.

For vascular mortality at ages 40--79 years, each 10 mm Hg higher usual systolic blood pressure was associated with about a 50% higher risk of vascular death (HR 1·49 \[95% CI 1·47--1·51\]; mean age at death 68 years \[SD 9\]; [appendix p 10](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}). Non-vascular mortality was also positively associated with usual systolic blood pressure, although the risks were much weaker than those for vascular mortality 1·07 \[1·06--1·08\]). Assuming causality, the excess vascular mortality associated with elevated blood pressure (ie, systolic blood pressure \>120 mm Hg) accounted for about half (45% \[41--48%\]) of all vascular deaths (ie, roughly 1·1 million deaths) between ages 40 years and 79 years in China in 2015 ([appendix p 11](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}).

In sensitivity analyses ([appendix pp 12--16](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}), the associations were similar in urban and rural areas (except those for ischaemic stroke, which were somewhat shallower in urban than rural areas), and were not materially altered by further adjustment for other potential confounders (including physical activity, frequency of fruit and vegetable consumption, and, where appropriate, diabetes); excluding the first 3 years of follow-up (to assess for reverse causality); excluding participants who were using blood-pressure-lowering medication at baseline; or censoring at the first occurrence of chronic disease of any type (to assess for competing risks). Furthermore, there was no evidence that the associations varied by type of chronic kidney disease or by type of common cancer. The associations for diastolic blood pressure were broadly consistent with those for systolic blood pressure: there were log-linear associations of usual diastolic blood pressure with each of the major types of vascular disease throughout the blood pressure range examined (75--100 mm Hg usual diastolic blood pressure), and the strengths of these associations for 5 mm Hg higher usual diastolic blood pressure were equivalent to about 10 mm Hg higher usual systolic blood pressure ([appendix pp 17--20](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}).

Discussion {#cesec90}
==========

In this Chinese population, usual blood pressure was positively and log-linearly associated with risk of ischaemic heart disease, ischaemic stroke, intracerebral haemorrhage, and the aggregate of all major vascular diseases. These relationships continued down to at least 120 mm Hg systolic blood pressure and 75 mm Hg diastolic blood pressure, below which the evidence was scarce. The associations attenuated with increasing age, but even at ages 70--79 years there were strong associations with each of the main types of vascular disease. At all ages, there were steeper associations between blood pressure and intracerebral haemorrhage than ischaemic stroke. We estimated that about half of all premature vascular deaths were attributable to elevated blood pressure (ie, systolic blood pressure \>120 mm Hg).

Our study showed stronger associations between blood pressure and vascular disease than have previous prospective studies in China, largely because those studies did not correct for within-person variability in blood pressure (regression dilution bias).[@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23] Compared with previous large meta-analyses of prospective studies that corrected for regression dilution (the Prospective Studies Collaboration[@bib4] and the Asia Pacific Cohort Studies Collaboration[@bib5]), the findings are consistent for ischaemic heart disease but differ somewhat for stroke types. By contrast with these meta-analyses, our study found strong evidence that, throughout middle age and into old age, there were steeper associations for intracerebral haemorrhage than ischaemic stroke.

These differences might, in part, reflect the high rate of brain imaging in this study. The use of brain imaging for diagnosis of stroke types was less common before the mid-1990s and, hence, it is possible that there was substantial misclassification of stroke types in some of the older studies included in these meta-analyses. By contrast, brain imaging was used to diagnose stroke types in about 90% of stroke cases in the CKB study. The greater use of brain imaging might also have allowed more non-fatal strokes to be identified than previously. There were shallower associations for non-fatal than fatal ischaemic stroke (unlike for intracerebral haemorrhage), and there is some evidence that both case fatality and the strength of associations with blood pressure might differ between the different aetiological subtypes of ischaemic stroke (large-artery atherosclerosis, small-vessel disease, cardioembolism, or other pathology).[@bib8], [@bib24] Information on subtypes of ischaemic stroke is not yet available in the present study, but small-vessel (lacunar) infarcts, with low case fatality, might well be more common in Chinese than white populations.[@bib25]

Randomised controlled trials[@bib6], [@bib26] of blood-pressure-lowering medication have shown the reversibility of some of the excess vascular risks associated with elevated blood pressure. A comparison of the findings from blood-pressure-lowering trials with the predicted effects of blood pressure from prospective cohort studies suggests that about 60% of the predicted risks of ischaemic heart disease and 80% of the predicted risks of stroke were reversed within 4--5 years of initiating treatment.[@bib26] Furthermore, the trial results indicate that the proportional effects of blood pressure on vascular risk were similar among people with and without cardiovascular disease, so the absolute benefits are very much greater among those with existing disease.[@bib6] Similarly, the absolute benefits of blood pressure lowering are likely to be greater in older than younger adults, given the greater absolute risk of vascular disease at older age.

Guidelines on the management of hypertension generally recommend initiating treatment in adults with an average systolic blood pressure of 140 mm Hg or more, or diastolic blood pressure of 90 mm Hg or more, and some recent randomised trials, in selected populations, have found benefit in initiating treatment at lower levels.[@bib27], [@bib28] However, the use of blood-pressure-lowering treatment in China is much lower than in western populations.[@bib29] Our previous analyses of the CKB study indicate that, consistent with nationally representative surveys in China,[@bib30], [@bib31] about a third of adults had hypertension at baseline (defined as systolic blood pressure ≥140 mm Hg, or diastolic blood pressure ≥90 mm Hg, or receiving treatment for hypertension).[@bib32] Of those with hypertension, about a third were diagnosed; of those diagnosed, about half were treated; and, of those treated, about a third had their hypertension controlled. The result was that less than 5% of participants with hypertension achieved properly controlled blood pressure.

Previous studies reported associations between blood pressure variability and risk of vascular disease independently of baseline systolic blood pressure,[@bib33], [@bib34] but there were an insufficient number of repeat blood pressure measures to assess any such effects in this study. However, other studies have suggested that, after correction for regression dilution bias in blood pressure variability, the effects of any such variability in systolic blood pressure on risk of vascular diseases, independent of usual levels of systolic blood pressure, are likely to be modest.[@bib35]

We observed significant positive associations between systolic blood pressure and chronic kidney disease and diabetes, but the causal relevance of these associations remains uncertain. Neither association is strongly supported by evidence from trials, and might well be accounted for by reverse causality or residual confounding. A large meta-analysis[@bib6] of randomised controlled trials of blood-pressure-lowering medications reported that lowering blood pressure had no significant effect on the incidence of renal failure (10 mm Hg lower systolic blood pressure was associated with RR 0·95 \[95% CI 0·84--1·07\]). However, renal failure might not be entirely consistent with chronic kidney disease as defined in this study (the level of renal impairment among incident chronic kidney disease cases was not available). For diabetes, there is some evidence from randomised trials that lower blood pressure is associated with a reduced incidence of diabetes, but the effects are limited to certain medications only (angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers), indicating that the renin--angiotensin system might be causally related to diabetes rather than actual levels of blood pressure.[@bib36]

The chief strengths of this study include the large number of disease events, high-quality measurements of blood pressure (including the training of technicians), and long-term follow-up of a wide range of clinically validated disease outcomes. The main findings support efforts to address the substantial burden of blood pressure on vascular disease in China, and indicate that even small reductions in mean blood pressure at a population level can have a substantial effect on disease risk: for example, 5 mm Hg lower usual blood pressure would prevent around 350 000 deaths per year among individuals younger than 80 years of age (and around 200 000 deaths at \<70 years). The use of blood-pressure-lowering medication is low in China, and strategies to improve rates of awareness, detection, and treatment of individuals with hypertension are likely to be highly cost-effective, especially among those with existing vascular disease.[@bib37] In the absence of well developed primary care systems, population-based approaches are also required to address the major determinants of elevated blood pressure in China, including high sodium intake (eg, through salt reduction), high alcohol consumption, excess adiposity, lack of regular physical activity, and poor home heating in winter.[@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40]

In conclusion, among men and women in China, higher levels of blood pressure were continuously and positively associated with higher risks of major vascular disease, with no evidence of a threshold down to at least 120 mm Hg systolic blood pressure and 75 mm Hg diastolic blood pressure. Unlike studies in western populations, blood pressure was more strongly associated with intracerebral haemorrhage than ischaemic stroke. There was also evidence of positive associations with some non-vascular chronic diseases, but the causality of these associations remains unclear. It was estimated that about half of all vascular deaths in China were attributable to elevated blood pressure, accounting for roughly 1 million deaths (age \<80 years) annually; given the strength of the associations between blood pressure and vascular disease, even small reductions in mean blood pressure at a population level would be expected to have a major impact on vascular morbidity and mortality.
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[^1]: Joint first authorship

[^2]: Joint senior authors

[^3]: Members listed in the [appendix](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}

[^4]: Data are mean (SD) and n (%). The main analysis excludes people with no follow-up at ages 40--79 years; those with a previous diagnosis of vascular disease at baseline (myocardial infarction, stroke, or transient ischaemic attack); those with out-of-range baseline systolic or diastolic blood pressure; and those with missing information on blood pressure or other important factors. MET=metabolic equivalent.

[^5]: Middle school is typically attended between ages of 12 years and 15 years.

[^6]: 6616 (2·3%) women smoked and 6017 (2·1%) reported drinking alcohol at least weekly.

[^7]: Includes those with a (self-reported) previous medical diagnosis of diabetes and those detected by blood glucose tests at baseline.
